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Brick Studios Gothenburg

Possibilities that provide added value
Our steel profile systems are developed to meet high requirements for de-
sign, safety and energy efficiency. To optimize the selection and use of our
profiles, we provide manufacturers, architects and builders with full support
in the construction process. At any time, you can find advice and guidance
on product choice, construction, and the latest profile technology. Our
construction, preparation and calculation system - KBK, will provide you
valuable support throughout the process. Contact us and we will help you!

Details that create possibilities:
• Extra narrow and wide profiles
• Profiles adapted for module locks
• Arches, round windows and
arched doors
• Finger trap gasket
• Profiles for door leaves and
doorframes with grooves for
weather stripping

Profile system: Stålprofilsystem SP 79000

Classifications: EI60, RC3

Built in: 2022

Construction company: NCC

Architect: White Arkitekter

Producer: Fasadsystem Stål AB

Brick Studios is a property that 
stands out, both in its offerings 
and in its design. The building is 
visible from a distance, contri-
buting to giving the new city 
district a distinctive expression. 
Together with Våghuset, Brick 
Studios forms the first part of 
the expansion of Masthuggska-
jen into an entirely new neigh-
borhood in the growing city of 
Gothenburg.

The doors are manufactured 
using Stålprofil’s profiles SP 
79000, as there is a requirement 
for fire class EI60 in combination 
with burglary class RC3, which is 
a tested and approved solution.  
 
Brick is a BREEAM-certified buil-
ding with an Excellent rating, 
meaning high standards are set 
for the selection of sustainable 
materials, natural light expo-
sure, and air quality. The Mast-
huggskajen project is also the 
first urban development project 
to be awarded certification for 
sustainable city development 
as part of the Citylab project.
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